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What Can a Trust Reasonably
Expect to Earn on its Assets and

What’s the Problem with 
Getting it Wrong?

By Charles Manty, Investment Consultant, PBI Actuarial Consultants Ltd.

IN TODAY’S MARKETS, WHAT IS A REASONABLE LONG-TERM TARGET RETURN FOR A TRUST, AND

CONSEQUENTLY A REASONABLE SPENDING RATE? THE ARTICLE “FINDING THE RIGHT BALANCE NOW, AND

FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS,” IN JAM’S OCTOBER 2012 ISSUE, CLAIMS A “7.5% TARGET IS A STEEP ONE

IN TODAY’S MARKETS, AND LIKELY REQUIRES HEAVY EXPOSURES TO RISKY INVESTMENT ASSETS.” 

THE ARTICLE SHOWS 7.5% IS THE TOTAL RETURN THAT IS REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN A 4% SPENDING RATE.

But is 7.5% really steep? We can judge this by
considering a hypo thetical trust with 40% of the
trust’s funds invested in bonds and 60% in public
equities, therefore avoiding “heavy exposures to
risky investment assets.” Testing whether 7.5% is
beyond reach will be as simple as determining
reasonable target returns for the bonds and
equities.

WHAT WILL BONDS RETURN?

Bond returns are influenced by both the prevailing
interest rates and changes in bond prices. When
interest rates go down, the prices of existing bonds
– issued when interest rates were higher – go up
to bring their “yield to maturity” in line with the
new lower interest rates. A trust looking to purchase
bonds benefits from higher interest rates. However,

a trust already holding bonds would benefit from falling interest rates leading to rising prices as it brings the
prospect of selling its bonds at higher prices.

Canadian bond returns have averaged above 6% over the past decade, driven by continuously falling interest
rates. However, interest rates have now reached such low levels – 1.5% to 4% for “investment grade” bonds –
that they have very limited room to fall further. Interest rates can either stay within this low range or go up.
Consequently, bond prices are unlikely to rise any further, meaning returns must now exclusively come from the
currently low interest rates.

When investing in lower-quality and longer-term bonds, a trust gains access to higher interest rates. However,
that would mean accepting higher risks, which would result in lower returns should bond defaults or interest
rate increases be greater than expected. 

Bonds issued by provinces and investment-grade corporations are a major part of many trusts’ bond holdings.
Interest rates, and consequently expected returns for these bonds, are currently about 3%.

WHAT WILL EQUITIES RETURN?

Equity returns come from: (1) Dividends, (2) Dividends growth, (3) Changes in corporate profits’ share of national
income, (4) Changes in equities’ valuation (i.e. equities becoming “cheap” or “expensive” relative to their profits),
and (5) Changes in the interest rate net of inflation.

Although this can get complicated, we’re spared considering most of it because we should be taking a long-
term perspective with trusts. Both (3) and (4) eventually gravitate back to their long-term equilibrium. Regarding
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(5), although interest rates net of inflation are currently very low, nobody really knows if or when they’ll increase.
So we’re only left to consider (1) Dividends and (2) Growth of Dividends.

The current dividend yield on Canadian equities is 3%. In addition, some corporations are purchasing their own
shares and canceling them, which is in effect just another form of dividends.  Since these “share repurchases”
annually are about 1% of the market’s shares, the total “effective dividend” yield is 4%. This part of equity returns
is the most stable because corporations tend to be cautious when changing dividends.

Unlike the fixed coupons of a bond, dividends grow over time. But how fast? Dividends grow in relation to a
corporation’s “earnings per share”, which in turn can only grow as quickly as the whole economy over the long
run. The economy’s growth is the sum of (a) inflation and (b) actual economic (i.e. Real GDP) growth. 

The lack of any radical “quantitative easing” by the Bank of Canada gives credence to its commitment of sticking
to its 2% inflation target.

The labour force in Canada and many other countries is expected to start declining within the next few years as
the population ages. Unless productivity increases faster than in the past, Real GDP will grow slower than the 3%
average witnessed over the past few decades. 

Lastly, we need to consider that “earnings per share” historically have failed to keep pace with the economy’s
growth. Considering this observation after adding together inflation and expected future Real GDP growth leaves
us with “earnings per share” growth (and thereby dividend growth) of perhaps 3%. Adding this to the 4%
“effective dividend” yield we determined earlier gives a 7% expected equities return.
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ADDING IT ALL UP

Now that we’ve determined reasonable expected returns for both bonds and equities, let’s judge whether that
7.5% target return really is “steep”. It’s simple arithmetic:

» 40% in bonds x 3% bond return + 60% in equities x 7% equities return = 5.4% total return

To reach a 7.5% total return, the equities would have to return over 10%, since the bonds cannot return much
beyond 3% – a steep target indeed! 

If the hypothetical trust has typical operating costs of about 1.5% while requiring 2% for inflation protection, its
5.4% expected return only allows a 2% annual allotment for program funding. Anything above may cause the
trust’s capital to deplete, jeopardizing its very existence.

A trust must balance the conflicting goals of stable program funding and capital preservation. It is imperative to
design a spending policy that can fulfill both.

STRATEGIES FOR CAPITAL PRESERVATION

To preserve capital, some trusts limit spending to a portion of the income generated from their assets. 
After increasing the trust’s capital to reflect inflation, the remaining income may be set aside into a “stabilization
fund” for spending when returns are poor. Although this type of spending policy protects the trust’s capital, it
may not be feasible for trusts that support programs requiring continuous and stable funding.

Other trusts have accepted relatively low spending rates reflective of lower expected returns in today’s markets.
By taking this approach, these trusts are far-sightedly preserving their capital for the benefit of future generations.

A TRUST MUST BALANCE

THE CONFLICTING

GOALS OF STABLE

PROGRAM FUNDING

AND CAPITAL

PRESERVATION. IT IS

IMPERATIVE TO DESIGN

A SPENDING POLICY

THAT CAN FULFILL BOTH.


